
H�erio� Coffe� Compan� Men�
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+17345475329 - https://www.www.hyperioncoffee.com/

Here you can find the menu of Hyperion Coffee Company in Ypsilanti. At the moment, there are 16 dishes and
drinks on the food list. You can inquire about changing offers via phone. What User likes about Hyperion Coffee

Company:
I'm out of seattle, wa, we all know if coffee capital and when I tell them this place has one of the best coffee I've
ever had. her espresso is so smooth and tasty on her own faus! her latte/mochas are always the perfect amount

of sweet, not to mention that her eating is really good! Vegan/Gluten free can be a little sketch to time, but
everything here is so delicious. Not to mention the people who work there are so... read more. What Eliz W

doesn't like about Hyperion Coffee Company:
Ypsilanti location: Gorgeous old building with easy, free parking in the lot or street. In the summer their lawn is
sprinkled with (plastic) Adirondack chairs for lounging out with coffee and wifi. Their single-origin coffee is on-
point for the coffee connoisseur and their seasonal lattes are bomb. Light baked treats are offered. Two stars

because of the service. I rarely visit anymore regardless of their product and... read more. With the
comprehensive range of coffee and tea specialties, a visit to Hyperion Coffee Company becomes even more

attractive, Furthermore, you can get sweet treats, cake, simple snacks and chilled refreshments and hot
beverages here. If you want to have breakfast, a hearty brunch awaits you, Also, the drinks menu at this place is
exceptional and offers a significant and comprehensive diversity of both local and international beers, which are

definitely worth a try.
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No� alcoholi� drink�
LEMON

Süß� Dessert�
BROWNIE

Sweet� & Ic�
COOKIES

Ho� drink�
TEA

Breakfas� Men�
OATMEAL RAISIN

Specialit� Beverage�
COLD BREW

Biscuit� an� Cookie�
COOKIE

Has� Brown� an� Side�
OATMEAL

Restauran� Categor�
VEGAN

GLUTEN FREE

Coffe�
ESPRESSO

COFFEE

CARAMEL LATTE

Ingredient� Use�
BEANS

MILK

CARAMEL
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